Probios Newsletter 2021
Dear Friends for Nature,

Design and photo Probios

This is our first newsletter, but you have probably already been able to sympathize
with the activities of Probios over the past years via the Television, Radio, Newspaper,
Facebook and of course our website (www.probios.org). Probios has been active since
2009 and despite its small, it has proven its versatility and commitment and has
already been able to write many activities to its credit. With this newsletter we try to

give you a summary of our activities and agenda. Many who follow the activities of
Probios know that harsh revelations and statements have been made about the
mismanagement of the past governments on the environment and the destruction
carried out on an ever-increasing scale by gold mining. Gold mining on the reservoir
and rivers by skalians and the irresponsible large-scale logging and export of our trees
are a big thorn in our eyes.

Photo Probios: Skalians cause extensive damage to river banks in the Lawa River and therefore also to the course of the
river.

Use of the poisonous mercury, the illegal use of the extreme poisonous cyanide by
Chinese gold miners, the deforestation by gold mining, pollution of rivers and the
adverse handling the Brokopondo agreement for our country.

Photo Probios

Handling of the Brokopondo Agreement:

Photo Probios: Measurement of radioactivity in the mudlake by Probios chairman Erlan Sleur.

Also the handling of the Brokopondo agreement between Alcoa and the State of
Suriname regarding the restoration of our forests, restoration of excavated areas,
secret locations of buried chemical or radioactive waste. The heavily polluted mud
lakes (bauxite residue) that hangs like a “Sword of Damocles” above our drinking water
district Para, is a major concern for Probios. Probios is looking for ways to force Alcoa
to disclose matters and to repair or compensate damage to nature where it cannot be
repaired. Internationally, we are looking into the possibilities of bringing the Alcoa to
court in America. We also want openness in the many suspicious medical reports from
sick or deceased employees, which may indicate which dangers we can still expect to
our environment and our national health. Probios also measured radioactivity in the
mud lakes in 2018. According to Alcoa's experts, this is harmless and is caused by a
higher Thorium content of our bauxite. Probios regrets these trivializing words from a
company that has been using our land for its production and profits for almost 100
years.

Photo Probios / Google Earth: Time lapse of the mud lakes in Para, showing that they are covered by the Alcoa.

The fact is that Alcoa has been feverishly covering these “harmless” mud lakes with a
surface area of 5 square kilometers since 2018 with plastic blankets and a thick layer of
sand. Why go to so much effort and expense to keep everything waterproof when it is
so harmless? Since the start of the refining process and with it the mud lakes, what has
been released in the groundwater of our main drinking water district Para? Why has
Alcoa requested in the MOU to shut off the drinking water source(s) of La Vigilantia?
These are all matters that Probios wants an answer to on behalf of the people of
Suriname.
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Photo Probios: Alcoa requests the government to close the water source of la Vigilantia. Why do you think?

Jaguar-petition:

Photo Probios: Students who signed our Jaguar petition

Probios has also addressed the illegal killing of the king of our forests “the Jaguar”.
These majestic animals are used for the nauseating quackery of Chinese medicine.

Photo and design by Probios

Thousands of jaguars are killed every year and the carcasses are then cooked into a
black paste for a few days. This paste is sold for thousands of dollars in China. Suriname
has been reprimanded internationally for allowing our protected animals to be killed
with impunity and for the illegal trade in protected or rare animals.
https://insightcrime.org/news/analysis/suriname-jaguar-trade-poaching-paste/
Despite all this international pressure, in practice, our country has hardly lifted a finger
to take action against this.
Probios has started a petition and has collected thousands of signatures calling on the
government to act against this and calling on the Chinese ambassador to call to order
his countrymen who freely commit their crimes against our nature and our laws of
nature in our forests. Unfortunately all without any result. Our national pride “the
Jaguar” is simply being killed while the Chinese government is demanding the death
penalty for killing their national pride the panda. How crooked can this world be?
Jaguar Cage:
Probios also held a fundraising campaign for the construction of a Jaguar trap cage. Not
to keep these animals in prison but to prevent them from being shot in areas where
they come into conflict with humans.

Presumably a cow killed by a jaguar in Saramacca.

We regularly receive reports that a jaguar has been shot by farmers or troubled
villagers who want to protect their livestock or pets. It seems as if the jaguars are
becoming more restless in their forests due to all activities such as gold mining, logging
and of course the illegal hunting of these animals. As a result, they seem to migrate
more and come more in areas where people live. Since there was no cage, the Nature
Conservation Department of LBB gave permission to shoot such a jaguar, which of
course goes against the biodiversity treaties and laws of nature. protect animals.
This, despite jaguars being shy and avoiding humans and there are few reports of
jaguars attacking humans.

Photo Probios: Presentation of the Jaguar Cage to the Community by Probios

With the help of generous local people and beyond, Probios has built a sturdy trap cage
within 9 days to use it together with NB. The intention is to capture and release the
jaguars in forests where they are hopefully safe. Probios would also like to thank
everyone who contributed to this. We would like to point out that just having such a
trap does not solve the problem. Suriname is a big country and there are conflicts from
Albina to Nickerie and from Paramaribo to the far south where people live. Catching a
jaguar is also specialist and time-consuming work where you first have to check the
movements of the animals before placing such a trap.

Photo Probios: Placing the trail cameras in Saramacca to spot the jaguars.

For this, Probios has purchased Trail cameras (also called trap cameras) to confirm the
corridors of the animals before placing the heavy trap. We have agreements with the
Paramaribo Zoo to place the captured animals there under professional supervision, to
have them medically examined and to provide them with temporary shelter before we
transport the animal to the distant forest.

Of course we hope for more donations from the community to help us with this as it all
costs a lot of money. We are currently working in Laarwijk and Saramacca to gain
insight into the jaguar situation and the possible use of the trap.
If there are more reports of jaguars in conflict areas with humans, you can contact
Probios or the government's Nature Conservation Department (NB).

Sea turtles from Braampunt:
As in previous years, we will also keep a close eye on the situation at Braamspunt. It's
February so the sea turtle season has started.

Photo Probios: Infrared photo of a krape at Braampunt.

This means that thousands of Green turtles, Leatherbacks, Olive Ridley and Hawksbill
sea turtles come to their nesting beaches along our coast. In addition to Galibi,
Braamspunt is the most important nesting beach at the moment as the other sandy
beaches, such as Dianastrand, Matapica and WiaWia nature reserve, have been washed
away by the sea for many years and there is no sign of new sandy beaches being
created yet. Suriname has a dynamic coast. Washing away and creating new sandy
beaches takes place on a 40-year cycle. This period of sand accretion is interspersed
with mud banks and mud beaches that are unsuitable for sea turtle nests.

Photo Probios: The disruptive and disastrous sand quarries in 2017 during the nesting season of the sea turtles.

Unfortunately, our government has issued sand concessions to contractors in the past
for the excavation of these nesting beaches. Heavy disturbances have occurred for the
sea turtles that shun the presence of these human activities. These sand excavations
also disrupt our coastal protection, as many scientific reports have already shown.

Photo Probios: Poachers filmed by Probios with infrared cameras at Braampunt

Since 2001 Suriname has a law to protect the sea turtles and their nests. Poaching the
nests for the eggs is a continuous scourge for the animals. Poachers can be found on the
nesting beaches every day without action being taken. Probios has often raised the
alarm with the responsible ministries and has even filmed the poachers during their
raids at Braamspunt. These poachers mingle themselves among the visitors who come
to admire the sea turtles. Often the perpetrators are people from neighboring villages,
but also some fishermen who live on the beaches are guilty of this. Action by the police
or gamekeepers is usually afterwards and too late when bags containing thousands of
eggs are intercepted.

1 March 2021: Poachers caught red-handed by 6 Dutch sailors / tourists walking on the beach. A bag with 127 eggs buried
in nests by the visitors.

Unfortunately, the eggs cannot be returned to a nest because the egg should not be
moved during hatching if they have just been laid.

Photo Probios: Drowned Green turtle at Braamspunt

Many sea turtles are drowning off our coast in the many fishing nets that are being used
and there is hardly any insight into what is happening in our waters. Probios will
therefore again this year work hard for the protection and monitoring of sea turtles and
nests.

Photo Probios: Two dogs attacking a Green turtle and biting the rear flippers at Braamspunt

Probios wants to draw extra attention this year for the stray dogs on the nesting
beaches. Dogs terrorize sea turtles and can also dig up and eat the clutches. Probios has
also filmed a situation during the watch on the beach where two dogs chase a green
turtle and bite her rear flippers. The request to the government is therefore to have all
dogs removed from the Braamspunt.

Photo Probios: Because of all the wood and logs, the sea turtles have to go through a maze before they can dig and lay.

If it succeeds, Probios wants to help free the beach this year from the many stray tree
logs that makes a maze for the sea turtles on the nesting beaches. It takes a lot of energy
for the sea turtles to get to the beach and then have to make her way through all the
litter and tree logs. Then they have to dig out a nest 50 centimeters deep with their rear
flippers. Halfway through the digging, they often encounter a barrier of wood that has
been buried underground. As a result, many sea turtles have to return to the sea
without any results, gain new strength or, in the worst case, lose their clutches in the
waves.

Probios is currently working with many volunteers to clear Braamspunt of waste and
to clear the beach of the many stray wooden logs.

Gold mining and mercury poisoning of our inland residents:

Photo Probios: One of the many hundreds of creeks destroyed by gold mining

Gold mining usually takes place in creeks and rivers where entire waterways are
destroyed and the water is heavily polluted. In addition, the miners work with the
poisonous mercury that ends up in nature and fish. Ultimately, the mercury gets into
the people who eat fish. Tens of thousands of miners leave a trail of destruction after
excavating the forests and soil. The government has so far played a dubious role in this
issue, with a policy of tolerating illegal gold miners and mercury use on the one hand,
and favoring political friends and family on the other. Even now we see that the
interests of our country and people are being taken lightly, unfortunately.

Photo Probios: NOS correspondent Nina Jurna in conversation with Jupta Itoewaki of the Mulokot foundation in
Kawemhakan

Probios recently went out with a team from the NOS news to report on the
consequences of gold mining in the Lawa area, such as the mercury poisoning of the
Wayana communities. The Mulokot foundation of Jupta Itoewaki, which speaks on
behalf of the village chief, has also contributed to this.

Photo Mulokot: Fish farming: The fish ponds are dug by hand by the Kawemhakan community

Currently, the Wayana community of Kawemhakan has started to implement a fish
farming project that they have put together on paper together with Probios and the
Fins & Leaves foundation. Probios wishes the People of Kawemhakan a lot of success,
but we continue to hope that the State of Suriname will take its responsibility in this.
The survival of our indigenous people is under pressure from the mercury poisoning
caused by years of government tolerance despite many national and international
warnings against the effects of mercury in gold mining. Here too we appeal to the
community to donate for this fish farming project, as the start-up to farm the fish costs
a lot of money. Contact the Mulokot foundation for any aid.

Mangrove Coastal Protection:

Photo Probios:

Probios, through its chairman Erlan Sleur, also indirectly participates in Professor
Sieuwnath Naipal's Mangrove project to restore the mangrove in the north of
Paramaribo and Wanica. Erlan Sleur is on the board (pro bono) of MAFOSUR
(Mangrove Forum Suriname) with the intention of supporting the activities for the
STUs (Sediment Trapping Units) and the restoration of the mangrove forests.

Photo Probios:

Erlan Sleur is active in the field and regularly takes part in planting mangrove trees.

Photo Probios: Visit Minister Public Works Riad Nurmohammed

Photo Probios: Dike breach Brantimakkaweg

In addition, we also make drone video "to monitor and study the situation of dyke
breach, extreme high water and the recovery of the mangrove forests. The mangrove
forests are essential to break the waves and hold the mud from the Amazon.

Photo Probios: Receiving a donation of SRD 25,000 from Parsasco for Mafosur with the minister OW

Probios currently has a time-lapse camera attached to the jetty to monitoring the tide,
the waves and the currents on the mud flat. We will of course also share these images
with the community.
Suspected logging roads in the CSNR:

Photo Probios / Global Forest Watch: Logging roads within the boundaries of the CSNR

Last year we were startled by reports of logging in our largest nature reserve the CSNR
or the Central Suriname Nature Reserve.

Photo Probios: We flew by helicopter towards the Central Suriname Nature Reserve because of suspicious logging roads.

This nature reserve has been on the UNESCO list of world heritage since 1998. So it was
quite a shock and with a helicopter flight we personally learned about the illegal
activities in the CSNR. Two logging roads were each 5 km into the nature reserve with
the intention of doing logging there. Later it turned out that SBB has recently issued
concessions based on incorrect information from the CSNR. Within the state decree
when the CSNR was established in 1998, errors were indeed made with the coordinate
points of the border of the CSNR, but SBB is aware of this, as evidenced by their own
concession map from 2013.

SBB map with the correct boundaries of the CSNR showing that the newly issued concessions are in the reserve.

Probios finds it strange that SBB has made these errors because it is aware of these
coordinate errors and has a "forestry map" (concession map) online that has corrected
these errors. According to its own map, the logging roads are thus in the CSNR. Despite
this compelling evidence, SBB continues to argue that it did not act inappropriately
because the 1998 state decision proves otherwise.

Photo Probios: GLIS has re-mapped the correct boundaries of the CSNR with old maps

Together with NatuurBeheer, GLIS, Conservation International Suriname, Probios (probono) had sessions to correct these errors in order to correct the State Decree. All this
has now finished and the task is to get the minister and eventually the president of the
republic of Suriname through the right channels to make a new state decision to
prevent these “mistakes”. In any case, the activities of the concessionaire have been
delayed and we are working on setting up a new state decision.

Illegal gold mining in the Brinckheuvel Nature Reserve:

Visible gold mining in satellite images in the Brinckheuvel nature reserve

What Probios has warned for many years is that as a result of the tolerance policy to
allow illegal gold mining in the Brownsberg nature park, our other protected nature
reserves are also outlawed. With satellite images it has become clear to us that this
nature reserve adjacent to the Rosebel Gold Mine concession, has already been heavily
affected by gold mining, while the Ordening Gold Sector has not taken action to prevent
this. Probios will also turn to the government with regard to this problem.

Gold mining in the Sipaliwini Nature Reserve?
Illegal gold mining activities appear to be taking place in the Sipaliwini Nature Reserve
from our partners in Brazil. The Tiriyo indigenous people on the Brazilian side of the
border have reported this and interesting is that Brazilian garimpeiros use our country
Suriname as a base for illegal gold mining, both in Suriname in the Sipaliwini nature
reserve and in the Amapa nature reserve in Brazil where the Tiriyos live. . The Brazilian
indigenous body “FUNAI” has now taken action against the gold miners on the Brazilian
side, but of course it leaves not much to the imagination about what is happening on
our side of the border.

Collaboration with Stinasu:
Probios is in talks with the current management of Stinasu about far-reaching
collaborations. Talks are still in full swing. We welcome the contact and the request for
cooperation, but we would like to see certain developments such as a more active
attitude to get the illegal gold miners out of the Brownsberg and also that the education
and research departments are fully restored.

Probios website www.probios.org

Photo Probios:

After many years Probios finally has its own website www.probios.org with a big thank
you to Sandra Deira. Given the many activities, it is quite a task to keep this website up
to date. That is why we try to present it all in a nutshell with this newsletter, but
anyone who has already come this far with reading might think differently 
Our agenda is currently quite full and we still have the necessary programs to
implement. Everything with a view to protecting our nature and to provide information
and openness about all environmental problems that develop in our distant interior.

Acknowledgments:
We at Probios can be proud of what we can and have meant for our country Suriname
and I also warmly thank everyone who assist us in this, from volunteers, informants,
media, donors to our partner NGOs.

Probios Integrity:
I would like to emphasize that our donors are screened and so far we have not been
offered any money let alone accepted from those who are guilty of mismanagement and
crimes against our nature, country and people.
Annual reports are made to be transparent to the community. So if you have ever
donated or helped, you have the right to inspect our accounts inside if there is a need
for it. Our financial annual reports will eventually also be published via the website.

Help us help and donate for a healthy and green future for Suriname.

This is an example project, so you can of course also donate by mentioning Sea Turtles,
Brownsberg, Mangrove or any project that Probios develops.
If you have complaints, comments or environmental problems, you can call in Probios.
Visit our website www.probios.org and contact us.

